ABOUT OUR COMPANY

Transwall Technologies L.L.C was established in 2006 in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. Transwall Technologies L.L.C is a provider of high-level Security Systems, Retail Security Solution, Building Automation, Home Automation, Audio Visual Systems, IT & Telecommunications, ICT & other Low Voltage Systems for commercial, government and industrial sectors throughout the U.A.E, Middleast & India. We are committed to you in the strategic design and seamless execution of innovative, state-of-the-art technology security systems that are delivered within budget and agreed time scales. Our core strength is based on Transwall investing in its people and its products to protect your people and your assets with continued growth throughout the Middle East region & India. Transwall’s world-class security technology is supported by highly experienced security specialists, design engineers, service and maintenance professionals all furnished with years of experience in the integration of major systems.

We stand out from other competitors in the market not only with our various services but also because of several reasons like regular service checks, user friendly appliances, customer friendly staff etc.

Our sales team is enriched with the ability to garner onto new projects, which in turn are accomplished by our efficient team of service engineers and technicians.

We select appropriate places as to where our equipment is to be installed rather than leaving that burden to the customers, for example in case of security installations, we select which places in the building or within the organization are prone to threats and need constant surveillance and then only after the customer’s satisfaction about the place, we go on with the installation. We understand your needs and act appropriately.

We also advice the customers as to which process of installation would be more cost effective, where at the same place quality is one which we do not compromise. We make sure that we deliver the best quality products in the market at a very affordable price range.
On a happy note, it can be said that the world today is growing in leaps and bounds but unfortunately the threat to our individual concerns, be it to our facilities and firms or organizations has been growing at an alarming rate at the same time.

So nowadays security has become an essential and mandatory requirement for all of us, no matter what level we are dealing with.

We, at Transwall deal with the security needs of our customers. We excel at security services such as CCTV surveillance, intercom, access control system, time and attendance systems, gate barriers, biometric readers, intrusion alarm systems etc.

**CCTV SYSTEM:** CCTV System is an effective prevention technology. Video Surveillance (CCTV) utilizes the latest digital technology to Monitor access to secure areas, unauthorized activities, theft or criminal damage and personal safety or even provide a remote response to an intrusion.

**ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM:** From single store to chain of retails or the whole edifice Access Control Systems (ACS) is designed to control Access for Employees and visitors by utilizing multiple technologies such as swipe cards, proximity cards, PIN entry keypads, and sophisticated biometric devices, security systems can be designed around existing hardware to provide an effective solutions for a single or multiple sites.

**INTRUDER ALARM & PANIC ALARM SYSTEM:** This system identifies genuine incidents of forced entry, unauthorized access or personal attack, which generates effective response if any of these occurrences happen.

**ATTENDANCE SYSTEM:** Time Attendance System allows the company to manage, monitor employee entries, exits, breaks, absence and leaves. Time Attendance system enables to prepare a detail report of employees who are not holding up to your standards of employment.

**ANTI THEFT SYSTEM:** We help retailers to reduce risks which impact their business in case of shrinkage. We offer Electronic Article System to prevent asset loss from shoplifting, theft, shrink and fraud etc.
We at Transwall offers the latest equipment in Audio, Visuals, Simultaneous Interpretation, Projection, Lights, Sound, Public Address, Digital Signage Solution, Video Conference. We realize that you only have one chance to make a great presentation. We offer reliable and creative solutions backed with the latest technology & excellent customer service.

Our professionals will design the right audio video solution for your next venue delivering crystal clear sound to all ends of the room with intelligent, state of the art lighting systems to enhance your meeting.

**AUDIO VISUAL**: The extensive range of branded products is constantly updated, to reflect the latest developments in multimedia projectors, flat screen displays, interactive presentation technology, furniture and meeting room equipment - offering reliability, high quality and exceptional value for money.

**VIDEO CONFERENCE SYSTEM**: In partnership with the leading manufacturers, we provide impartial advice, design and installation services for world-class videoconferencing systems. This includes portable, desktop, ‘roll-about’ and self-contained units, bespoke integrated solutions for permanent installation and the integration of videoconferencing into existing AV systems.

**DIGITAL SIGNAGE SOLUTION**: Electronic information display is now an important resource for business, government education and organizations throughout the public sector. Transwall offers a range of complete solutions from flat screen displays, stand-alone kiosk units and signage software to the design and installation of complete signage networks.

**PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM**: We at Transwall provides Public Address System (PA system), is an electronic sound amplification and distribution system with a microphone, amplifier and loudspeakers, used to allow a person to address a large public, for example for announcements of movements at large and noisy air and terminals, warehouse, factory etc.

**AV/IT Integrated System**: Transwall AV systems represent a range of permanent audio visual solutions unrivalled in the Dubai & Middle East. Combining the very latest in multimedia display techniques, digital control technology and bespoke, furniture craftsmanship, every Transwall installation provides the power to present easily and professionally - every time.

Transwall Technologies are designed and built totally in-house, ensuring consistently high quality and reliability. More than forty years of experience and innovation has gone into the development of our exclusive control system range, featuring touch screen control interfaces including AMX, Crestron and Extron.
We provide Installations for Data & Voice Cabling, network installation, and network maintenance & structured cabling. Our premise design and installation specialists bring to your project a perfect blend of high technology and Latest fashioned work ethics and workmanship.

We take particular pride in maintaining all our cables and systems. Let our skilled professionals engineer a state-of-the-art network infrastructure so your company can function at maximum efficiency.

We do all the telecommunications tasks required within a firm or an organization to the needs of the customer. We deal with analog and digital PABX systems, IP telephony, high speed internet solutions, and wireless solutions.

**STRUCTURED CABLING SYSTEM (SCS):** Structured cabling systems are becoming increasingly complex and sophisticated, meeting greater demands and workloads. With emerging connectivity developments in hardware and software, structured cabling system tolerances are becoming ever more stringent. A network’s physical infrastructure must incorporate security and integrity into its inherent design, as well as the ability to adapt to changes in technology. Transwall Technologies’ experienced and dedicated team provides an end-to-end service from design to implementation. Transwall Technologies designs and builds cabling infrastructure systems that support multiple voice, data, video, and multimedia systems.

**WIRELESS NETWORKING & HOTSPOT:** We offer wide range of WIFI system for Office, Home & Hotels. Our Engineers are trained to implement Wireless Network Environment inside the office or connectivity between the building. We do the Supply & Installation of Hotspot System for Hotels & Internet Cafe.

**IP & HYBRID PABX:** We at Transwall provides installations, upgrades, and maintenance services for PABX/PBX Telephony and PABX/PBX phone systems using VOIP. We also offer products, such as PABX/IP PBX Telephone Systems, PABX/PBX Phones, VoIP Gateways, and Memory Cards.

We can be your source for advanced phone systems & communications solutions at very competitive prices. From additions to new installs, voicemail, audio conferencing, call auto-attendant, telephone accounting and wireless, etc.

**NETWORK SECURITY & FIREWALL:** We implement Firewall & Anti Virus setup as per the need and demand of Customer Network.
CONSULTING: Our sales on the various services which are offered by us in your interest.

DESIGNING: We make tailor made designs as per your needs. We select all the places where the equipment is to be placed in accordance with the requirement.

INSTALLATIONS: Our efficient teams of engineers are experts in installation of all kinds of products and services we deal with.

MAINTANANCE: We have made a motto for ourselves for providing comprehensive customer care. We give utmost importance to the customer needs after installation. We make sure of the after sale service and maintenance related requirements. We offer regular checks to our products.

The benefits of having a service contract include:

• Service Call Requests 24 hours 7 days a week
• Priority Servicing
• Full system audit
• Maintenance of service records, schematic drawings etc
• Telephone support for operators
• User training, operator manuals and aide memoirs
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